February 2015

STAFF MEMBER
OF THE MONTH

THE STAFF MEMBER OF THE MONTH AWARD IS PRESENTED MONTHLY TO A CDU STAFF MEMBER WHO EXEMPLIFIES OUR CDU VALUES.

Laurell Black
Program Coordinator

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE: Laurell demonstrates continued outstanding performance in work and genuine customer service to the students, staff, faculty, parents, or other customers whom he serves! He puts pride into literally everything he does, whether it is a simple task or an arduous project, it doesn’t matter! To Laurell it still needs to be completed with perfection.

ATTITUDE: Laurell has an incredibly calm, levelheaded, but positive and outgoing attitude. He is one of those people everyone wants to shake hands with, because he is always willing to take the time to smile, say hello, and ask someone how their day is going. Laurell’s thoughtfulness and attitude are constant reminders to remember to make that extra time and effort for people.

TEAMWORK: Laurell is the epitome of “There is no I in team”! Even on occasions when it is evident that he worked on projects independently with minimal assistance, he will give props to anyone and everyone that had anything at all to do with assisting the completion of the project. He is incredibly selfless, which is found to be a rare trait in most people. Because of this personality trait, he is also incredibly humble, which is why he is so good at what he does, he simply always wants to be better. His work ethic and attitude energizes and pushed everyone around him to also strive to be better.

DEDICATION: Laurell is a dedicated employee not only at CDU, but to the external community where he engages in a number of community services projects, as well as his department and those he serves. Laurell is loyal and it is reflected in the interest he takes in trying to understand the direction of not only the leadership, but the university itself.